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This Week
•

Saturday
o 1:00 PM: Pool time and Aquafit
o 3:30 PM: Tree planting for Ronit at the Lak (see below)
o Night event: Camp fire and sing-along

•

Sunday
o 10:00 AM: Bagel Brunch with Rachel David, Executive Director and a Lead Facilitator
of SoCirC, a social circus program based in Toronto, and Ilana David, the social work
consultant of SoCirC, explaining and demonstrating how social circus works (hosted by
Judy Roseberg and Valerie Morris at the Lak)
o 1:00 PM: Pool time and Aquafit

From the Editor
This week, I have received more
submissions than ever, a testament to
the creative energy present in the hills
of Naivelt. Unfortunately, I could not
squeeze them all in here, so please take
a look at the Photo Gallery that Sue
will kindly be producing. In this issue,
you’ll still find a wide variety of photos,
mostly documenting Creative Camp
activities, from Paula David, Nicole
Bennett, Shlomit Segal, Venetia Butler,
Robin Vogl, and Sharon Brickman.
On a related note, as the end of the summer
approaches, I would like to encourage
you to take a look through your archives
and send in an image or piece of writing
that, in your opinion, best captures
your experience at Naivelt this year.
Once again, please send submissions
to dylangld3@gmail.com
(that’s G-L-D-3@gmail).

Next Week
•

Saturday
o 1:00 PM: Pool time and Aquafit
o 5:30 PM: Closing Banquet at the Lak

•

Sunday
o 10:00 AM: Bungalow Holders’ Meeting
o 1:00 PM: Pool time and Aquafit

A Message from Paula
The first Creative Camp has wound to a close and just demonstrated that Naivelters are bursting with
creativity, humour and talent. Activities took place across camp and all ages participated. We shared our skills
and interests in writing, modern dancing, rock painting, sketching, life drawing, graphic novels, acrylic
techniques, toothbrush rug hooking, colouring books, beeswax wraps, still-life, film making, fruit carving,
music, personalized poetry, paper making, puppetry and a Friday evening performance by the outstanding
youth of the Drama Arts Workshop. This busy week culminated in a community creation of a Stone Soup with
many contributions from across Naivelt enhancing the flavour of the stone. The three varieties of soup were
equally excellent and accompanied by fresh roasted corn and Rico Rodriguez regaling us with an original
Naivelt version of the Stone Soup Story. Throughout the week, many people volunteered in many ways to help
coordinate and support our creative endeavours. Thank you!
However, the week would have been impossible without the donation of great enthusiasm and talent by our
various Volunteer Instructors. We are truly fortunate to have so many artists within our circle and the diversity
of their contributions was truly impressive. Check out the Photo Gallery for some samples of the many happy
faces! Thank you to each and every Instructor from the Creative Camp Participants and the Program
Committee. They are (in alphabetical order): Terry Azar, Nicole Bennett, Christine Cushing, Paula David,
Mike Constable, Lee Gelbloom, Karen Gold, Jessica Goldstein, Sharona Goodman, Ilana Gutman, Joy HeeleyRay, Naomi Kates, Jenny Lewis, Deb O’Rourke, Ann Pohl, Shlomit Segal, Lia Tarachansky, and Robin Vogl.

Messages from the Programming Committee
A BIG THANK YOU: We want to thank Paula David for her leadership and creativity during our first year of
Creative Camp. Programming knew we had big shoes to fill after many successful years of Art Camp and we
are proud to have built on that success and introduced this new event to our programming schedule. The Idea
and the planning and the ingenuity were all Paula. She boldly found volunteers to bring their varied and
amazing talents to our community at large. She found supplies and managed schedules and needs and
expectations and was there for everyone. She was the ultimate trouble-shooter and inspiration. We cannot
thank her enough for all of her thoughtful perseverance and hope we can talk her into undertaking this massive
event again next year
NAIVELT STONE SOUP (see photos below): Stone soup/Bone Button Borscht is a European folk tale that
many Naivelters may know from any number of popular kid books that recall the story. In it a peasant or
wandering hungry stranger arrives in a town where the townsfolk have forgotten how to share. The stranger
boasts that they can make soup out of nothing but stones (or bones) and then tricks the townsfolk into
contributing from their own larders to make a wonderful community meal. The stranger gets a meal and at the
same gives the community the gift of sharing.
Based on this classic tale, we made our own stone soup dinner this weekend. We made three wonderful soups
(a borscht, a veggie soup and a lentil soup all inspired by our donated ingredients) which was accompanied by
roasted corn, bread and other sides and a lovely dessert of carved fruit from Robin Vogel’s workshop which
took place early on Saturday. It was a new take on a communal Naivelt meal.

Clockwise from top left: Zumba class
(including a Hava na Zumba number); Modern
Dance; stone Soup chefs; Stone soup
simmering; corn grillers; Ester and Craig at
Bagel Brunch

Clockwise from top left: campers listen to Rico
tell his version of Stone Soup; Lev and Jacob
with roasted corn; Zumba instructor Althea;
children of Naivelt; Rico onstage; more Zumba

Clockwise from
top left: Bagel
Brunch; fruit
carvers with fruit
carvings

Clockwise
from top
left: Drama
Arts (x3);
some casual
moodsetting;
Acrylic
Pour (x2)

